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1 PREFACE

The following is a description of how one might approach data reduction for the Michigan/Magellan
Fiber System (M2FS) and MSpec instrument combination. There are many different ways to
carry out data reduction for fiber–based instruments, and this guide represents just one of
many such possibilities. This guide is specifically suited for M2FS reductions making use of
the “Bulge GC1” filter and high resolution mode. However, when appropriate I will try to out-
line in red colored text where things might proceed differently if using a single order approach
(i.e., each fiber places only one order on the CCD). This reduction procedure makes several as-
sumptions including: (1) the desired end product is a set of continuum normalized, wavelength
calibrated stellar spectra, (2) the sources are bright compared to the sky background, (3) the
sky background is roughly uniform, and (4) artifacts such as fringing are small in amplitude and
easily removed from flat–fielding. If you are interested in retaining absolute flux information,
have faint sources, or have low resolution spectra spanning a very broad wavelength range then
modifications to this method may need to be applied.
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2 GETTING STARTED

There are many different CCD readout modes available with M2FS, and I will only outline my
specific mode here: binning 1 (dispersion) × 2 (spatial) with a slow readout using 4 amplifiers
on each CCD. The choice of binning and readout speed will have only a minor effect on the
reduction procedure, but knowing the number of amplifiers used is critical for reconstructing
your data. In a 4 amplifier case, each readout produces 4 images per CCD that will later need
to be stitched together before fiber tracing, wavelength calibration, etc. As an example, Figure
1 shows a quartz flat taken with the Bulge GC1 filter. Obviously, the images will have to be
translated, inverted, and rotated in order to produce a single coherent image (i.e., what the
output would look like using only a single amplifier).

Figure 1: A sample quartz flat taken with the Bulge GC1 filter. The C1, C2, C3, and C4 names
reflect the names of individual files produced for a single exposure. There is an equivalent set
for each CCD. These images will need to be translated and rotated in order to produce a single
coherent image. Note the Littrow ghost internal reflection seen especially in the C2 image. Each
bundle of 6 “lines” is the output from a single fiber. If this was a single order setup then each
“line” would reflect a different fiber. Note also that the throughput and/or illumination is not
identical for every fiber.

There are several different types of observations that will have been taken for your M2FS run:
(1) object/science exposures, (2) quartz flats (for fiber tracing and flat–fielding), (3) bias/zero
exposures, (4) comparison lamp (probably ThAr) exposures, and (5) dark exposures. At the
moment dark current is estimated to be very low so dark exposures are probably not needed.
For the remaining exposures, some initial processing will need to be completed before the data
can be reduced further. This process includes both bias level subtraction and trimming of the
overscan region. Note that you will want to do this on both an image–by–image basis and
amplifier–by–amplifier basis (i.e., process all of the “C1” images together, all of the “C2” images
together, etc.). The process described below relies on various standard IRAF routines. However,
you can substitute similar routines (e.g., IDL) when convenient. The read noise and gain are
not the same for each amplifier.
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2.1 Initial Processing: Bias Subtraction and Overscan Trimming

If you are going the IRAF route, I suggest loading the following packages before starting: noao,
onedspec, imred, ccdred, and hydra. The first step is to copy all of your files to a new directory
so that you do not touch the original raw data, and also to organize the files so you are only
working on one night at a time. Next, since we will eventually be using the dohydra routine you
enter “setinstrument” and then “hydra” in the IRAF terminal. The default setting should be
fine (enter “:q” twice). We will be using ccdproc to do the initial processing and will want to
create all of the necessary input lists (i.e., the “@” files).

A suggested approach is to first trim the scan to remove the bias and overscan areas on
each image and then subtract the combined bias frames to correct for bad pixels. This can
be accomplished by running ccdproc on all of the fits files in the directory. Be sure to give the
output (trimmed) files a different name than the input files. Before running ccdproc, be sure that
only the “overscan” and “trim” options are set to “yes”, and also that “biassec” and “trimsec”
are set to “image”. I also suggest fitting a chebyshev function to the overscan region. A sample
parameter file is given in Figure 2.

       images = "@trimin"       List of CCD images to correct
      (output = "@trimout")     List of output CCD images
     (ccdtype = "")             CCD image type to correct
   (max_cache = 0)              Maximum image caching memory (in Mbytes)
      (noproc = no)             List processing steps only?\n
      (fixpix = no)             Fix bad CCD lines and columns?
    (overscan = yes)            Apply overscan strip correction?
        (trim = yes)            Trim the image?
     (zerocor = no)             Apply zero level correction?
     (darkcor = no)             Apply dark count correction?
     (flatcor = no)             Apply flat field correction?
    (illumcor = no)             Apply illumination correction?
   (fringecor = no)             Apply fringe correction?
     (readcor = no)             Convert zero level image to readout correction?
     (scancor = no)             Convert flat field image to scan correction?\n
    (readaxis = "line")         Read out axis (column|line)
     (fixfile = "")             File describing the bad lines and columns
     (biassec = "image")        Overscan strip image section
     (trimsec = "image")        Trim data section
        (zero = "zeror4.fits")  Zero level calibration image
        (dark = "dark.fits")    Dark count calibration image
        (flat = "")             Flat field images
       (illum = "")             Illumination correction images
      (fringe = "")             Fringe correction images
  (minreplace = 1.)             Minimum flat field value
    (scantype = "shortscan")    Scan type (shortscan|longscan)
       (nscan = 1)              Number of short scan lines\n
 (interactive = yes)            Fit overscan interactively?
    (function = "chebyshev")    Fitting function
       (order = 3)              Number of polynomial terms or spline pieces
      (sample = "*")            Sample points to fit
    (naverage = 1)              Number of sample points to combine
    (niterate = 1)              Number of rejection iterations
  (low_reject = 3.)             Low sigma rejection factor
 (high_reject = 3.)             High sigma rejection factor
        (grow = 0.)             Rejection growing radius
        (mode = "ql")           

Figure 2: A sample ccdproc parameter file for trimming the overscan region. Ignore the “zerocor”
and “darkcor” parameters for now.

After starting ccdproc (i.e., type “:go”), you should answer “yes” to “fit overscan vector” and
it should look something similar to Figure 3. You might need to adjust the order of the fit (type
“:o order number here”) so that it follows the general shape of the data. I suggest something
between order 1 and 3, but not much higher. You can then continue to look at a few more to
make sure the fits are adequate, and then type “:NO” to let ccdproc finish in batch mode.
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Figure 3: A sample IRAF plot showing a fit to the overscan region of an image. The dashed
white line is the best fit through the data. You can change the order of the function to improve
the fit, but I suggest keeping the order less than about 3.

Next you will want to combine all of the bias images for each amplifier of each CCD into a
set of master bias frames. For a 4 amplifier readout using both CCDs you should end up with
8 total master bias frames (e.g., masterbias C1 red; masterbias C1 blue; etc.). You can identify
the bias frames using either the observing logs or looking in the image headers (e.g., using the
“imhead” command). Now you will want to run the zerocombine task on each of your master
bias lists to create the 8 master bias frames. A sample parameter file is given in Figure 4. Since
this is a repeated task (8 times in this case), it might be advantageous to generate an IRAF
script.

        input = "@masterbias_c1_blue" List of zero level images to combine
      (output = "masterbias_c1_blue.fits") Output zero level name
     (combine = "average")      Type of combine operation
      (reject = "minmax")       Type of rejection
     (ccdtype = " ")            CCD image type to combine
     (process = no)             Process images before combining?
      (delete = no)             Delete input images after combining?
     (clobber = no)             Clobber existing output image?
       (scale = "none")         Image scaling
     (statsec = "")             Image section for computing statistics
        (nlow = 0)              minmax: Number of low pixels to reject
       (nhigh = 1)              minmax: Number of high pixels to reject
       (nkeep = 1)              Minimum to keep (pos) or maximum to reject (neg
       (mclip = yes)            Use median in sigma clipping algorithms?
      (lsigma = 3.)             Lower sigma clipping factor
      (hsigma = 3.)             Upper sigma clipping factor
     (rdnoise = "EGAIN")        ccdclip: CCD readout noise (electrons)
        (gain = "ENOISE")       ccdclip: CCD gain (electrons/DN)
      (snoise = "0.")           ccdclip: Sensitivity noise (fraction)
       (pclip = -0.5)           pclip: Percentile clipping parameter
       (blank = 0.)             Value if there are no pixels
        (mode = "ql")           

Figure 4: A sample zerocombine parameter file for combining the individual bias frames into
combined bias frames. You may need to change the gain (EGAIN) and read noise (ENOISE)
keywords to match those in your header. You can also experiment with different rejection
algorithms, but it should not matter very much for this task.

You should now have a set of combined master bias frames that can be used to correct for
bad pixels. I suggest creating a set of @files that you want to correct (i.e., all images except
bias frames). For the example here, the “badpix blue c1” file contains the file names for all of
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the non–bias images from amplifier 1 of the blue CCD. Similarly, the “badpix blueout c1” file
contains all of the output file names (I just prepend something like “z ” to indicate that the file
has been bias corrected). Return to the ccdproc task, change “overscan” and “trim” to “no”,
change “zerocor” to “yes”, update the “zero” field with the name of your master bias frame,
and run the code. A sample input file is given in Figure 5. Again, it may be advantageous to
write a short IRAF script to carry out this repetitive task.

       images = "@badpix_blue_c1" List of CCD images to correct
      (output = "@badpix_blueout_c1") List of output CCD images
     (ccdtype = "")             CCD image type to correct
   (max_cache = 0)              Maximum image caching memory (in Mbytes)
      (noproc = no)             List processing steps only?\n
      (fixpix = no)             Fix bad CCD lines and columns?
    (overscan = no)             Apply overscan strip correction?
        (trim = no)             Trim the image?
     (zerocor = yes)            Apply zero level correction?
     (darkcor = no)             Apply dark count correction?
     (flatcor = no)             Apply flat field correction?
    (illumcor = no)             Apply illumination correction?
   (fringecor = no)             Apply fringe correction?
     (readcor = no)             Convert zero level image to readout correction?
     (scancor = no)             Convert flat field image to scan correction?\n
    (readaxis = "line")         Read out axis (column|line)
     (fixfile = "")             File describing the bad lines and columns
     (biassec = "image")        Overscan strip image section
     (trimsec = "image")        Trim data section
        (zero = "masterbias_c1_blue.fits") Zero level calibration image
        (dark = "dark.fits")    Dark count calibration image
        (flat = "")             Flat field images
       (illum = "")             Illumination correction images
      (fringe = "")             Fringe correction images
  (minreplace = 1.)             Minimum flat field value
    (scantype = "shortscan")    Scan type (shortscan|longscan)
       (nscan = 1)              Number of short scan lines\n
 (interactive = yes)            Fit overscan interactively?
    (function = "chebyshev")    Fitting function
       (order = 3)              Number of polynomial terms or spline pieces
      (sample = "*")            Sample points to fit
    (naverage = 1)              Number of sample points to combine
    (niterate = 1)              Number of rejection iterations
  (low_reject = 3.)             Low sigma rejection factor
 (high_reject = 3.)             High sigma rejection factor
        (grow = 0.)             Rejection growing radius
        (mode = "ql")           

Figure 5: A sample ccdproc parameter file for applying the bad pixel correction using the master
bias frames.

2.2 Combining the Amplifier Images into a Single Image

Now that the preliminary data reductions steps have been completed, we want to combine the
four amplifier images for each CCD into monolithic images. The way in which the images are
stitched together may be different depending on how many amplifiers are used and the CCD
orientation (if it changes). I will outline how the images fit together for this particular setup,
but if you have a different setup I suggest looking at the “CHOFFX” and “CHOFFY” values
in the image headers. They can be used to figure out the proper orientation. For this specific
case, the amplifier orientation is outlined in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: This figure illustrates the physical orientation of the four different amplifier images of
each CCD.

The IRAF tasks imtranspose and imjoin can be used to combine the amplifier images. The
orientation should be the same for both CCDs. The proper set of IRAF commands using this
setup is:

imtranspose (“image c1.fits”,“image c1.fits”, len blk=512)

imtranspose (“image c1.fits[-*,*]”,“image c1.fits”, len blk=512)

imtranspose (“image c2.fits[-*,*]”,“image c2.fits”, len blk=512)

imtranspose (“image c2.fits[-*,*]”,“image c2.fits”, len blk=512)

imtranspose (“image c3.fits”,“image c3.fits”, len blk=512)

imtranspose (“image c3.fits[*,-*]”,“image c3.fits”, len blk=512)

imjoin (“image c1.fits,image c2.fits”,“image comb12.fits”, 1, pixtype=“”, verbose=“yes”)

imjoin (“image c4.fits,image c3.fits”,“image comb43.fits”, 1, pixtype=“”, verbose=“yes”)

imjoin (“image comb43.fits,image comb12.fits”,“image comb.fits”, 2, pixtype=“”, verbose=“yes”)

This process should produce images that look similar to those shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Sample combined object (top), quartz flat (middle), and ThAr comparison spectrum
(bottom) images from the “blue” (left) and “red” (right) CCDs. For the image orientations
shown here, wavelength increases from left to right in each order. Hα can be seen in all of the
stellar object spectra. Note again the internal Littrow ghost reflections affecting several middle
columns of each CCD. This affects a roughly 5–10 Å wide region in the reduced spectra of some
orders and some fibers.

IMPORTANT: Remember that the instrument is setup with 8 tetrises (groups) each hold-
ing 16 individual fibers for each spectrograph. With the setup shown in Figure 7, each set of
6 “lines” represents a set of 6 orders from a single fiber. This means that only fibers 1, 8, and
16 per tetris are used. For the blue CCD, fiber B01–16 is at the top of the images and fiber
B08–01 is at the bottom of the images. For the red CCD, fiber R08–16 is at the top of the
images and fiber R01–01 is at the bottom of the images. Within each tetris, the “01” fibers are
always at the bottom and the “16” fibers are always at the top. Similarly, within each order of
each fiber the wavelength increases from left to right, and the central wavelength of each order
increases from bottom to top. A graphical depiction of the blue and red CCD orientations is
shown in Figures 8–9. In single order mode the fiber orientations would still be the same. Note
from Figures 8–9 that the first and last order from each fiber dies off near the middle of the
CCD. This is primarily due to the filter response. We will cut the images roughly in half when
extracting these orders in order to make data reduction easier.
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Figure 8: A sample blue CCD ThAr image with all 24 fibers deployed. Note the orientation of
the fibers and dispersion direction.

Figure 9: A sample red CCD ThAr image with all 24 fibers deployed. Note the orientation of
the fibers and dispersion direction.

3 DATA REDUCTION WITH DOHYDRA

The science and calibration data are now ready to be reduced with a more comprehensive code.
There are many different approaches one could take here, even within IRAF. I will outline data
reduction using the dohydra task. This code was optimized for reducing data taken with the
WIYN and Blanco Hydra spectrographs, but it is general enough to work on most multifiber
echelle data sets.

There are also many different ways in which one can setup the directory structure for further
data reduction. After some experimentation, I suggest creating 6 copies of the science and
calibration data (minus the biases) obtained with each CCD and placing a copy in 6 separate
directories called something like “order1”, “order2”, etc. Note that in this context “order1” is
the bluest order and “order6” is the reddest order. In other words, you will reduce a single order
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of all fibers of each CCD at a time. While this is a bit more cumbersome than reducing all
orders of each CCD simultaneously, I found that it significantly reduced the chance of making
mistakes. The time commitment should not be significantly longer. After some practice, you
should be able to reduce one entire observation set in ∼2–3 hours. Note that if you only have
single order observations it is not necessary to create multiple directories. I recommend only
that you reduce the blue and red CCD frames separately.

3.1 Preparing Dohydra

If you have loaded the “hydra” package inside IRAF, you should be able to type “params” to
bring up some of the basic parameter files. Many of these values can be changed while running
dohydra, but for now you can set things as they appear in Figure 10.

        (line = INDEF)          Default dispersion line
        (nsum = 10)             Number of dispersion lines to sum or median
       (order = "increasing")   Order of apertures
      (extras = no)             Extract sky, sigma, etc.?\n\n-- DEFAULT APERTUR
       (lower = -5.)            Lower aperture limit relative to center
       (upper = 5.)             Upper aperture limit relative to center\n\n-- A
      (ylevel = 0.05)           Fraction of peak or intensity for resizing\n\n-
      (t_step = 10)             Tracing step
  (t_function = "spline3")      Trace fitting function
     (t_order = 3)              Trace fitting function order
  (t_niterate = 1)              Trace rejection iterations
       (t_low = 3.)             Trace lower rejection sigma
      (t_high = 3.)             Trace upper rejection sigma\n\n-- SCATTERED LIG
      (buffer = 1.)             Buffer distance from apertures
     (apscat1 = "")             Fitting parameters across the dispersion
     (apscat2 = "")             Fitting parameters along the dispersion\n\n-- A
     (weights = "none")         Extraction weights (none|variance)
        (pfit = "fit1d")        Profile fitting algorithm (fit1d|fit2d)
      (lsigma = 3.)             Lower rejection threshold
      (usigma = 3.)             Upper rejection threshold
     (nsubaps = 1)              Number of subapertures\n\n-- FLAT FIELD FUNCTIO
(f_interactiv = yes)            Fit flat field interactively?
  (f_function = "chebyshev")    Fitting function
     (f_order = 1)              Fitting function order\n\n-- ARC DISPERSION FUN
   (threshold = 10.)            Minimum line contrast threshold
   (coordlist = "linelists$thar.dat") Line list
       (match = -3.)            Line list matching limit in Angstroms
      (fwidth = 4.)             Arc line widths in pixels
     (cradius = 10.)            Centering radius in pixels
  (i_function = "chebyshev")    Coordinate function
     (i_order = 3)              Order of dispersion function
  (i_niterate = 2)              Rejection iterations
       (i_low = 3.)             Lower rejection sigma
      (i_high = 3.)             Upper rejection sigma
       (refit = yes)            Refit coordinate function when reidentifying?
 (addfeatures = no)             Add features when reidentifying?\n\n-- AUTOMATI
      (select = "interp")       Selection method for reference spectra
        (sort = "none")         Sort key
       (group = "none")         Group key
        (time = no)             Is sort key a time?
    (timewrap = 17.)            Time wrap point for time sorting\n\n-- DISPERSI
   (linearize = yes)            Linearize (interpolate) spectra?
         (log = no)             Logarithmic wavelength scale?
        (flux = yes)            Conserve flux?\n\n-- SKY SUBTRACTION PARAMETERS
     (combine = "average")      Type of combine operation
      (reject = "minmax")       Sky rejection option
       (scale = "none")         Sky scaling option
        (mode = "ql")           

Figure 10: A sample “params” parameter file for setting some of the default fitting variables for
dohydra.

Before running dohydra perform the following tasks: (1) put all of the object exposures into
a single @file; (2) choose a high signal–to–noise ratio (S/N) quartz exposure to serve as both the
flat–field image and aperture tracing image; (3) choose a high S/N comparison lamp exposure to
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serve as the wavelength calibrator; (4) create an aperture identification (“.iraf”) table. For points
(2) and (3), if you are only planning to use one set of calibration data per object exposure series
(typical unless you are doing very high precision radial velocity work) then no additional work
needs to be done. However, if you would like to apply a different flat–field and/or comparison
lamp exposure to each object exposure then you will need to read the dohydra documentation
about how to do this (it is not too hard but a bit more time consuming). For the aperture
identification table, I suggest just creating a dummy table for now (see Figure 11 for a sample)
and renaming the apertures at the end. Note that starting in the 2014B semester the aperture
identifications should be provided in the image headers.

  1  1  ngc6528blue_01_01
  2  1  ngc6528blue_01_02
  3  1  ngc6528blue_01_03
  4  1  ngc6528blue_01_04
  5  1  ngc6528blue_01_05
  6  1  ngc6528blue_01_06
  7  1  ngc6528blue_02_01
  8  1  ngc6528blue_02_02
  9  1  ngc6528blue_02_03
 10  1  ngc6528blue_02_04
 11  1  ngc6528blue_02_05
 12  1  ngc6528blue_02_06
.
.
.
133  1  ngc6528blue_23_01
134  1  ngc6528blue_23_02
135  1  ngc6528blue_23_03
136  1  ngc6528blue_23_04
137  1  ngc6528blue_23_05
138  1  ngc6528blue_23_06
139  1  ngc6528blue_24_01
140  1  ngc6528blue_24_02
141  1  ngc6528blue_24_03
142  1  ngc6528blue_24_04
143  1  ngc6528blue_24_05
144  1  ngc6528blue_24_06

Figure 11: A sample (abridged) place holder aperture identification table. The first column
simply runs linearly from 1 to 144 and identifies the maximum number of apertures in a science
image. Since this setup produces 6 orders per fiber and there are a maximum of 24 fibers per
CCD, 24×6=144 possible “apertures”. For situations using only a single order the first column
would run between 1 and 128 because there are a maximum of 128 fibers. The second column is
the “beam number” and is just used to identify different fiber types (e.g., science; simultaneous
comparison; broken; gap). These values can be changed in the dohydra parameter list, but
setting “1” for science fibers is typical. The last column is a name that will be assigned to each
aperture when it is extracted. For example, my naming scheme here identifies the star cluster
(NGC 6528), the CCD (blue), the relative fiber number (1 to 24), and the relative order within
the fiber (1 to 6).

Before running dohydra, if you are using the Bulge GC1 filter (or any multi–order setup
where one of the orders does not span the entire CCD) I strongly suggest chopping the input
images so that only the CCD regions with light are included. As an example, in Figure 12 I have
identified the ends of the bluest (order 1) and reddest (order 6) orders in this setup. The images
can be easily cropped in IRAF using the imcopy command. For example, a command (in IRAF
script form) such as: imcopy (“image comb.fits[1850:4096,*]”, “image chop.fits”, verbose=yes)
will cut off the first 1849 columns where order 1 is very weak. A similar command would be
made for order 6, but orders 2–5 can be left to span the entire CCD range. Note also that the
column numbers will change if you use a different binning scheme.
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Figure 12: A sample quartz flat for the blue CCD. Note that while the middle orders span the
entire CCD, the bluest orders (order 1; identified by the blue arrow) and reddest orders (order
6; identified by the red arrow) die off near the middle of the CCD but from different directions.

With the image preparation completed, we are now ready to setup the dohydra configuration
file (i.e., type: epar dohydra). A sample parameter file is provided in Figure 13.

      objects = "@objin"        List of object spectra
       (apref = "z_b0072chop.fits") Aperture reference spectrum
        (flat = "z_b0072chop.fits") Flat field spectrum
  (throughput = "")             Throughput file or image (optional)
       (arcs1 = "z_b0071chop.fits") List of arc spectra
       (arcs2 = "")             List of shift arc spectra
  (arcreplace = "")             Special aperture replacements
    (arctable = "")             Arc assignment table (optional)\n
   (readnoise = "ENOISE")       Read out noise sigma (photons)
        (gain = "EGAIN")        Photon gain (photons/data number)
     (datamax = INDEF)          Max data value / cosmic ray threshold
      (fibers = 144)            Number of fibers
       (width = 8.)             Width of profiles (pixels)
      (minsep = 8.)             Minimum separation between fibers (pixels)
      (maxsep = 15.)            Maximum separation between fibers (pixels)
   (apidtable = "ngc6528.iraf") Aperture identifications
       (crval = "INDEF")        Approximate central wavelength
       (cdelt = "INDEF")        Approximate dispersion
      (objaps = "")             Object apertures
      (skyaps = "")             Sky apertures
      (arcaps = "")             Arc apertures
    (objbeams = "1")            Object beam numbers
    (skybeams = "0")            Sky beam numbers
    (arcbeams = "")             Arc beam numbers\n
   (scattered = yes)            Subtract scattered light?
     (fitflat = yes)            Fit and ratio flat field spectrum?
       (clean = yes)            Detect and replace bad pixels?
     (dispcor = yes)            Dispersion correct spectra?
    (savearcs = no)             Save simultaneous arc apertures?
    (skyalign = no)             Align sky lines?
 (skysubtract = no)             Subtract sky?
     (skyedit = yes)            Edit the sky spectra?
    (saveskys = yes)            Save sky spectra?
       (splot = no)             Plot the final spectrum?
        (redo = no)             Redo operations if previously done?
      (update = yes)            Update spectra if cal data changes?
       (batch = no)             Extract objects in batch?
    (listonly = no)             List steps but don’t process?\n
      (params = "")             Algorithm parameters
        (mode = "ql")           

Figure 13: A sample parameter file for dohydra.

For the sample shown in Figure 13, “@objin” is the list of the science observations, “z b0072chop.fits”
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is the quartz flat, “z b0071chop.fits” is the ThAr comparison spectrum, and “ngc6528.iraf” is
the dummy aperture identification file. Most of the other parameters can be changed while
running the dohydra code. When you are finished setting up the parameter file, use “:go” to
run dohydra.

3.2 Aperture Identification and Tracing

After answering “yes” to resize and edit the apertures, you will be presented with a screen that
looks something like Figure 14. Note that if not all fibers were deployed you will see gaps. These
should be taken into account when counting the apertures. For order 1, we have chopped the
image such that order 6 is largely removed. This means that there will be only 5 significant
“peaks” per fiber in the aperture identification plot. Similarly, for order 6 we will have chopped
the image so that order 1 is largely removed. For orders 2–5 (see Figure 15), all 6 orders will be
visible for each fiber.

Figure 14: A sample plot showing the initial (automated) aperture identification. This view
represents a cut across several columns. Each bundle of 5 “peaks” (remember that for orders 1
and 6 there will only be 5 peaks because of the image chopping) is from a different fiber. Fiber
1 (using the naming scheme adopted here) is located on the left and the first peak in each fiber
set is order 1.

Typically the automatic identification will not correctly identify all of the apertures properly.
Since this is a critical step in the data reduction, it is best to do this part manually. I suggest
first deleting all of the initial identifications and then using the “m” key to mark each aperture
(ignore the numbering for the moment). Next, renumber all of the apertures starting with 1
and ending with 144 (or however many you expect to have). Again, keep in mind that if you
have missing orders (such as when doing orders 1 and 6 here) or missing fibers, you will need to
adjust your counting accordingly. At the very least, your aperture identification numbers need
to match your aperture identification table. For example, Figure 16 shows a region from Figure
14 (order 1) where I have adjusted the aperture counting. As you can see, aperture numbers
6, 12, 18, etc. are skipped because order 6 is not included. For orders 2–5 all 6 peaks will be
present, and for order 6 the first peak will be aperture number 2 so apertures 1, 7, 13, etc. will
be missing. Note that for observations using only a single order, you will likely want to extract
every fiber at the same time so you only have to run dohydra once per CCD.
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Figure 15: A plot similar to Figure 14 except all 6 orders are visible.

Figure 16: A zoom in on Figure 14 with the aperture numbers correctly set. Note that every
6th number is missing because this is for a chopped image (order 1). For orders 2–5 you will not
skip any aperture numbers unless fibers are missing. For order 6, you will start with aperture
number 2 (since the order 1 apertures will be missing).

After correctly identifying all apertures, you will now want to delete all of the aperture
numbers except those of the order you wish to extract. For order 1, leave the first aperture of
each fiber; for order 2 leave the second aperture, etc. An example of this process is shown in
Figure 17. The dohydra task will only extract the apertures that are identified in this routine.
For example, looking back at Figure 11, aperture 1 will be extracted as “ngc6528blue 01 01”,
aperture 7 as “ngc6528blue 02 01”, etc. Note also that you may need to adjust the “y level”
threshold for the aperture size (use the “y” key; type “a” first to apply the same level to all
apertures).
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Figure 17: A plot similar to Figure 16 when only order 1 is going to be extracted.
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After you have successfully identified the apertures you wish to extract, answer “yes” twice
to interactively fit the aperture tracing. The shape will not always look the same, but it should
be a relatively smoothly varying profile. You will typically want to fit a function with an order
less than about 7. The plot should look something like the one shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18: A plot of the tracing for a single aperture. Note that the shape may vary considerably
from this example, but it should always be a continuous and smoothly varying function.
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How do you know when a satisfactory fit has been achieved? That is largely an individual
judgment call; however, the ratio plot (“k” key) can be useful. A poor fit will show significant,
often sinusoidal–like variations and a good fit will be mostly invariant as a function of chip
position. Examples of a poor and good fit are shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Examples of a poor fit (top) and good fit (bottom) to the aperture trace. These plots
can be accessed via the “k” key.

After successfully fitting the first aperture, hit “q” to continue and answer “YES” to inter-
actively fit all of the apertures. This is usually a fast process since you should not have to make
many changes (if any).
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3.3 Flat–Field Scattered Light

After finishing the aperture tracing, dohydra will ask you to fit the scattered light profile to the
flat–field image. Answer “yes” twice and proceed to a plot that should look similar to Figure
20.

Figure 20: A sample of the initial plot you should see when asked to interactively fit the scattered
light profile in the spatial direction.
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Since you are modeling the scattered light based on the area between the apertures, you will
probably need to zoom in to see the scattered light fit. A sample fit is shown in Figure 21.
Typically, a very low order fit is reasonable for this task. You can also look at different columns
by using the “:c column number” function.

Figure 21: A typical fit to the scattered light along the spatial direction.

When you are satisfied with the fit type “q” twice. You will next be asked to fit the scattered
light profile along the dispersion direction, and will be presented with a plot similar to Figure 22.
For orders 1 and 6, the large bump will be near one of the edges because we are using only part
of the chip. For orders 2–5, the bump will be near the middle and the sides should be relatively
symmetric. The bump is an artifact of the Littrow ghost and may not be present in all setups.
Since this artifact does not affect all fibers and is variable in intensity, I suggest setting the
sampling region to avoid the bump. Affected wavelengths in the reduced spectra will be obvious
and it is best to simply not use those regions (typically no more than 5–10 Angstroms in size).
The bottom panel of Figure 22 shows a better fitting to the scattered light profile that avoids
the Littrow ghost feature. You can view different lines using the “:l line number” command.
When you are satisfied with the fit type “q” twice.
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Figure 22: top: An initial fit to the scattered light profile along the dispersion direction for
an order 1 image (orders 2–5 will span both sides of the “bump” near the center of the chip).
bottom: Since we wish to avoid fitting the Littrow ghost feature (the large bump), just set the
fitting region to avoid the bump.

3.4 Flat–fielding

After fitting and removing the scattered light from the flat–field image, dohydra will prompt you
to fit and ratio the flat–field. A typical plot is shown in Figure 23. Unlike imaging, we will want
to divide the extracted science spectra by the extracted flat–field spectra rather than dividing the
two images. Therefore, I recommend fitting a constant function to obtain the average value of
the flat spectrum. When we divide the science spectra by the flat spectra, most of the artifacts
of the instrument, filter response, etc. will be removed. In other words, we are dividing the
science spectra by the shape of the flat spectra. Simply type “q” to continue.
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Figure 23: A sample fit to the flat–field image. For the case presented here, fitting a constant
(i.e., the average flat value) is sufficient and should produce a relatively flat object spectrum
after extraction.
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3.5 Wavelength Calibration

In addition to fiber identification, wavelength calibration is one of the most important steps in
spectroscopic data reduction. Unfortunately, it can be a tedious process. In any case, after doing
the flat–field fitting you will be presented with a spectrum for wavelength calibration. This can
be either an arc lamp source (e.g., ThAr) or an object spectrum if you are using sky or stellar
lines for calibration. Note that if you are using absorption lines you may need to change the
feature option from emission (default) to absorption. I will proceed here assuming you are using
a ThAr arc spectrum with the Bulge GC1 filter, but the process is similar for other observations.

The dohydra task will start near the center of the CCD and move outward when generating
the wavelength calibration. You will be fitting a unique function to each aperture. The first
plot you see will look similar to Figure 24.

Figure 24: A sample initial plot for wavelength calibration (in this case for order 1). Unless you
have rotated the images, with M2FS the wavelength should increase from left to right on the
screen.
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In order to identify lines and generate a conversion from pixel space to wavelength space,
you will need to know the true wavelengths of the comparison source lines. I suggest using
a standard source such as the NOAO atlas collection (http://iraf.noao.edu/specatlas/). The
approximate wavelength ranges for the 6 orders produced by the Bulge GC1 setup are:

Order 1: 6122–6205 Å

Order 2: 6152–6315 Å

Order 3: 6262–6426 Å

Order 4: 6376–6543 Å

Order 5: 6494–6664 Å

Order 6: 6617–6721 Å

Although you will want to identify at least ∼30–50 lines spread across the order, IRAF
already has the ThAr line list built–in (or you can create your own). Therefore, you only need
to identify ∼5 lines across the order to set the approximate function and the auto–identify task
should be able to handle the rest. For the 6 orders used here, in Figures 25–27 I have identified
the 5 lines needed to generate a stable wavelength solution. You can identify these lines using
the “m” key.

Figure 25: The first 5 ThAr lines needed to generate a stable wavelength solution for orders 1
and 2. All wavelengths are in units of Angstroms and on an air (rather than vacuum) scale.
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Figure 26: Similar to Figure 25 except for orders 3 and 4.
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Figure 27: Similar to Figure 25 except for orders 5 and 6.
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After identifying the first 5 lines, type “f” to fit the function. You will probably need to
change the order of the fit as well. Typically starting with order=5 is reasonable. Your fit
probably will not require a fitting order less than about 3 or more than about 7. If you change
the order, type “f” again to refit. Next type “q” once to return to the identification plot then
type “l” to automatically fit the remaining lines. If you see yellow points above points that are
not obvious real features, simply delete them (there will likely be a few the first time). Now
type “f” again to look at the new fit. If there is any residual sinusoidal–like function then you
can probably increase the order of the fit by 1–2 until the residual plot shows no significant
trends. You may also need to delete a handful of outlier detections, which I demonstrate in
Figure 28. Deciding which points are outliers, and also what a “good” rms value should be, is
a user decision. Typically, I remove points that are ±0.02 on the residual plot and aim to have
an rms value <0.01 (often achieving ∼0.005). Your values may be different though depending
on the wavelength, number of lines, etc. Additionally, the rms value may be higher, especially
near the CCD edges, if the spectrograph is slightly out of focus.

Figure 28: A plot of the residuals for a sample aperture of order 1. Note the three points
that have been deleted, which are designated by an “x”. The diamond point was automatically
ignored by the code.

When you are satisfied with the fit type “q” once to look at the lines fit by the function and
“q” again to move on to the next aperture. After the first aperture the code will ask you if you
want to view the fits interactively. I strongly recommend that you do this part interactively. As
you move to apertures farther away from the CCD center, the lines will shift along the dispersion
direction which may cause the fitting procedure to fail. An example of this is shown in Figure
29. Fortunately, it is easy to fix. Simply type “i” to reinitialize the plot, reidentify the original 5
lines, and repeat the usual fitting procedure. Repeat this process until all of the apertures have
been wavelength calibrated. Keep in mind that the IRAF plot window might be set to autoscale
by default; therefore, pay attention to the rms value of the fit in addition to the appearance of
the residuals. Similarly, it is always a good idea to check the residual plot for every aperture
regardless of how well the line identifications match.

After you have finished running through each aperture, dohydra will ask if you want to change
the wavelength coordinate assignments. For most applications you are probably safe answering
“NO”.
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Figure 29: An example of a case where the initial automatic fitting did not produce a good fit.
Note the off set yellow tick marks in the top plot and the very high rms in the bottom plot.

3.6 Object Spectrum Scattered Light Correction

The next step is to fit, smooth, and apply a scattered light correction to the object spectra.
Simply answer “yes” to the next two questions and follow the same procedure as outlined in
Section 3.3. The main difference is that the scattered light levels will probably be much lower
here. Note that this procedure corrects for light scattered on the CCD from the instrument.
However, this procedure is probably not adequate for removing artifacts introduced by spill over
from one fiber to another (e.g., if a fiber saturates or if a very bright target falls next to a very
faint target on the CCD). If you have the latter situation then reducing the data for the fainter
object(s) may be much more difficult and a different procedure should be used.

The code will repeat this procedure for every object spectrum in your input list. After
fitting the scattered light, the code will also extract, flat–field, and apply a dispersion solution
to each aperture of each image. After this procedure finishes, the dohydra reductions are finished!
You should end up with several “.ms.fits” files, which are “multispec” files containing all of the
extracted spectra (use the “(” and “)” keys to cycle through the spectra with splot). An example
extracted spectrum is shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 30: A sample spectrum after completing the dohydra routine. Note the lower S/N
blueward of ∼6140 Å, which is near the end of the order. This spectrum still needs to be
co–added with the other observations, sky subtracted, and continuum normalized.

4 FINALIZING THE REDUCTIONS

After completing the above procedures for all orders of all fibers from each CCD, you should be
left with several multispec (“.ms.fits”) files. These spectra still need to undergo sky subtraction,
continuum normalization, be combined with the other observations (to increase the S/N and
remove any remaining cosmic–rays), and be matched to the appropriate object name from the
image headers. Each observation set probably requires different techniques, and I will leave it
to the user to find the best possible way to proceed. For my particular observations (i.e., bright
stars using the Bulge GC1 setup), I combine the sky spectra from both CCDs to create a master
sky spectrum and subtract this from the observations using the skysub routine. A different
sky spectrum is created for each order. I also median combine the object spectra using the
scombine task after applying a continuum normalization with the continuum task (note you can
also co–add the spectra before normalization). In some cases, I also apply a telluric spectrum
correction using the telluric task. Finally, it is advisable to rename the spectra to match the
object identifiers you provided in order to make the M2FS plates. For the blue CCD, if you
are using the naming scheme I recommended here then this is how the fiber names match the
aperture names:

B8–01=blue 01

B8–08=blue 02

B8–16=blue 03

B7–01=blue 04

B7–08=blue 05

B7–16=blue 06

B6–01=blue 07

B6–08=blue 08

B6–16=blue 09

B5–01=blue 10
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B5–08=blue 11

B5–16=blue 12

B4–01=blue 13

B4–08=blue 14

B4–16=blue 15

B3–01=blue 16

B3–08=blue 17

B3–16=blue 18

B2–01=blue 19

B2–08=blue 20

B2–16=blue 21

B1–01=blue 22

B1–08=blue 23

B1–16=blue 24

Similarly, for the red CCD the fibers match up as:

R1–01=red 01

R1–08=red 02

R1–16=red 03

R2–01=red 04

R2–08=red 05

R2–16=red 06

R3–01=red 07

R3–08=red 08

R3–16=red 09

R4–01=red 10

R4–08=red 11

R4–16=red 12

R5–01=red 13

R5–08=red 14

R5–16=red 15

R6–01=red 16

R6–08=red 17

R6–16=red 18

R7–01=red 19

R7–08=red 20

R7–16=red 21

R8–01=red 22
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R8–08=red 23

R8–16=red 24
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